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OVERVIEW  
•  Introductions 

•  RE-THINK brand development and aims 

•  RE-THINK programming 

•  Google Docs 

•  RE-BOUND efforts 

•  RE-FINE efforts 

•  In-hall tutoring 

•  Debrief and Questions 



RE-THINK BRAND 
•  Developed by an undergraduate student staff member 

•  Recognized need to create greater engagement in halls 

•  Similar symbols/color schemes of OSU marketing campaigns 

•  Establish a philosophy that captures and conveys a particular experience 

•  Students are here for a reason, and have goals that drive them 

•  Programs are well-thought out, intentional, and provide skills that students can 
use to meet their goals 

•  Categories includes RE-THINK, RE-BOUND, and RE-FINE programs and support 
services 

•  Beaver TRACS (past programming) 





UTILIZING HALL STAFF 
•  Training on new programming guidelines/facilitation  

•  Serving as in-hall liaisons between Academic Success and residents 

•  Communicating hall needs 

•  Tied into Senior RA position (more general for regular RAs) 



RE-THINK PROGRAMS (PAST) 
•  Prepackaged programs hosted by trained facilitators  

•  Discussion oriented and reflection-centered 

•  Offerings included: 

•  Time Management 

•  Balance 

•  Learning Styles (VARK) 

 



RE-THINK PROGRAMS (CURRENT) 
•  Prepackaged programs and resources available via Google Docs 

•  Offered on a rotating basis (hopefully biweekly) in halls  
•  Complete with learning objectives 
•  Sets of knowledge and facts 
•  Handouts and activities that facilitators can use  

•  Offerings include: 
•  Transitioning into college success tips 

•  Finals study tips 
•  Time management 
•  VARK 
•  Note taking 
•  Goal Setting 



GOOGLE DOCS 
•  A general account created via Google   

•  Shared with ResEd staff members who have completed training 

•  Links to Prezi account for presentations 

•  Developed to create ease of access (demonstration to follow) 

•  Attempting to create sustainable programming effort 

•  Create a library of resources for staff to use when supporting students 

•  Links to Prezi:  http://bit.ly/zNLUs4 



RE-BOUND 
•  Initially, efforts to work with warning or probation standing students 

•  Currently, efforts involving: 

•  Development of a cohort system that meets periodically 

•  One-on-one mentorship, and group-based support 

•  Warning and Probation notification 

•  Individual appointments and referral to other support services 

•  RA training on difficult conversations 



RE-FINE 
•  Initially, a recognition event during Mom’s Weekend 

•  Now includes: 

•  High achieving letters to Residential Education staff 

•  Email recognition of high achieving residents 

•  Spring term programs on maximizing student experience 



IN-HALL TUTORING 
•  Pilot program (09-10) 

•  Expansion to all of campus 

•  Writing Assistants (Writing Center) 

•  Math  Tutors (Supplemental Instruction/Math Learning Center) 

•  Integration into hall community 



QUESTION 1 
•  What strengths and weaknesses do participants find in this 

approach? 



QUESTION 2 
•  What are other campuses doing? 
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